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CEO’s Message

Mohammad Abu Al Rob

Chief Executive Officer – PROCAPITA

2021 was an exceptional year, during which business leaders worked hard to prepare and
implement strategies and plans to meet the challenges posed by the COVID-19 pandemic,
and to provide the best to empower individuals, grow businesses and enrich society.

As an integral part of our values at PROCAPITA Management Consulting is supporting our
clients and the community, we have exerted extensive efforts over the past years to
provide the latest trends and the smartest human resources solutions, in alliance with our
strategic partners ZENITHR, specializing in HR intelligence solutions and employee
experience, and Thomas International, specializing in behavioral and professional
employee assessments.

Hence, we are pleased to launch the first annual report, which highlights the latest trends
in human resources and employment in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) for the year
2021, including the most important indicators and standards for employment and trends
in talent management, in addition to the latest developments related to compensation
and benefits in the Saudi labor market.

The annual report targeted more than 220 companies in more than 12 economic sectors
in the private sector in Kuwait and for the first time in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The
report provides business data and indicators related to human resources, the reflection of
the structural imbalance in the Saudi labor market on the wages offered to talent and rare
specializations, and the extent to which businesses are affected by it and its
repercussions.

The results of the survey were collected and analyzed scientifically and accurately, in
addition to comparing them with international practices.

In conclusion, we hope that this report will add the desired value, and help identify
directions, make changes, take right decisions, and improve business progress and growth.

”



Report’s Overview

Real Estate & Facility Management

Financial Services 
(Banking, Insurance, & Capital Markets)

Food & Beverage 
(Restaurants)

Transportation & Logistics

Trade And Manufacturing

Healthcare

Business Professional Services

Construction & Contracting

Oil & Gas

Telecommunications & IT

Automotive

Retail & E-commerce

This report aims at analyzing HR and recruitment trends for the year 2021 in the Saudi labor

market and was developed specifically in a way that sheds light on the latest HR and recruitment

trends practiced across KSA including the most important indicators and KPI’s for recruitment and

talent management trends, in addition to the latest updates taking place in compensation and

benefits provided by organizations.

PROCAPITA launched its annual survey targeting

business leaders and human resources experts

from various sectors operating in the Kingdom of

Saudi Arabia (KSA) and Kuwait. More than 220

companies participated, including 62 listed

companies, 158 unlisted companies covering the

following economic sectors:

Listed Companies: 62 
28%

Unlisted Companies: 158
72%

PROCAPITA publishes its reports twice a year, with the semi-annual report (published in June

every year) including the latest HR and recruitment trends, in addition to analyzing job seekers’

demographics. The Comprehensive yearly report (published in December every year) covers the

latest business trends in HR with emphasis on changes in salaries and benefits provided to

employees across different industries.

Please note that all the results mentioned in this report are the result of analyzing the database of

PROCAPITA Management Consulting, represented by the Recruitment Advisory, the Human

Resources (HR) Advisory, and the Research and Development Department, in addition to the

database of its strategic partners, ZENITHR, specialized HR intelligence solutions, and employee

experience, and Thomas International, specializing in behavioral and professional employee

assessments.



Section 1: Recruitment & Manpower Planning 

In this section, we discuss the recruitment and manpower planning trends practiced

by organizations in the Saudi labor market by covering the top recruitment insights,

the latest hiring challenges in the market, and highlighting changes in the headcount

across different sectors.

Additionally, this section provides demographic analysis of job seekers in terms of

their generation type, and qualifications, etc.

Sources:
PROCAPITA’s HR Advisory and Recruitment Advisory databases
https://pro-capita.com/

https://pro-capita.com/


Recruitment & Manpower Planning 

• With reference to PROCAPITA’s recruitment advisory database, our job seekers’ 

demographic analysis focused on their qualification and generation type as 

illustrated below.

• Bachelor degree holders form 57% of the job seekers within the Saudi labor 

market, While higher education degree holders form 23.6% of the total.

DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF JOB SEEKERS

Baby Boomers 
(1945-1964)

1.2%

Generation X
(1965-1980)

50.8%

Generation Y
(1981-1996)

46.2%

Generation Z
(1997-2005)

1.8%

High School
and Below

5.3%

College/Technical 
Diploma

11.8%

Bachelors

57%

Advanced 
Diploma

2.3%

Master

22.4%

PHD

1.2%

Generation X, individuals aged between 42 – 57 years old, represents the majority of job

seekers forming 50.8%. It is known for being problem solvers, prefers to work in teams, and

has good managerial skills. Nonetheless, they expect higher salaries, has a higher cost in

comparison to other generations, and is not as digitally enabled.

Generation Y, individuals between 26 – 41 years old, represents 46.2% of job seekers.

Generation Y is self-confident, charismatic, creative, highly familiar with technology, self-

motivated, multi-taskers, active, seeking challenges, and empowered. On the other hand,

Generation Y is independent and impatient, has high expectations, and lacks workplace loyalty

compared to other generations, which challenges HR when recruiting and retaining them.

Figure: 1.1 

Figure: 1.2 

Job seekers per qualifications

Job seekers by generation



49

35

62

Average Junior
Positions

 Executive
Positions

Recruitment & Manpower Planning 

• According to PROCAPITA’s recruitment

advisory database and job portals’

database, the average number of

applicants per open position stood at

560 applicants. (ranging from 980 for

junior positions and high-supply jobs

that are available within the labor

market, and only 140 applicants for

leadership, executive, and technical

positions with scarcity and shortage in

the labor market) Applications submitted

by Saudi nationals represented 38% of all

applicants.

• Despite the increase in the number of

applications per open position, the

compatibility between applicants and

job requirements (matching score)

remains low at 22% imposing a great

challenge for recruiters.

• As a result of the previous, the time

required to fill an open position (from

the date of opening a position till hiring,

excluding the applicant’s notice period)

reached 49 days, 13 days more than the

global average.

EMPLOYMENT & MATCHING SCORES

560

980

140

Average Junior
Positions

 Executive
Positions

(Excluding the notice period)

Global time to hire: 36 Days

Figure: 1.3 

Figure: 1.4 

Avg. # of Applicants per Open Position

Time-to-Hire (Days)



12.5%

31.3%

37.5%

68.8%

81.3%

Organization’s Internal Policies

Compensation Mismatch

Market and Economic Instability

Lack of Qualified Candidates

Recruitment & Manpower Planning 

CHALLENGES ASSOCIATED WITH HIRING FROM THE LOCAL 
MARKET

In accordance with our experience in the Saudi labor market and in reference to the

participating HR professionals, the most challenging factors when recruiting.

1. 81.3% believe that the local market lacks qualified candidates, resulting from the gap

between demand and supply of talent within the labor market.

2. Compensation mismatch stood as the second most challenging factor at 68.8% due to the

structural imbalances taking place in the labor market.

3. At 37.5%, the expat’s dependents’ fees (400 SR per dependent monthly) is the third most

challenging factor.

Figure: 1.5 

Expat’s dependents' fees

Local Hiring Challenges

(Multiple selection by the participating organizations)



Recruitment & Manpower Planning 

• Based on the expertise of PROCAPITA’s recruitment advisory team, rejecting job offers 

increased in the Saudi labor market, and receiving a counter-offer (a better offer from the 

current employer in response to another offer), is the main reason for rejecting a job offer by 

42%.

• Compensation & benefits stood as the second most common reason for employees rejecting 

job offers by 34% because the financial offer does not match the candidates’ expectations. 

REASONS FOR REJECTING JOB OFFERS 

Figure: 1.6 

3%

5%

23%

34%

42%

3%

Counter-Offer

Compensation &
Benefits

Other Job Offers

Workplace Culture

Market Instability

Roles, Responsibility 
& Work Conditions 

Reasons For Rejecting Job Offers 
(Multiple selection by the participating organizations)



E-commerce Sector

Education Sector

Trading and Manufacturing Sector

Healthcare Sector Hotels & Hospitality Sector

Retail Sector

Aviation Sector

Automotive Sector

Recruitment & Manpower Planning 

The corona pandemic had an impact on

recruitment across several industries, but the

labor market witnessed a gradual recover as

companies increased their hiring as the

headcount grew by 5.4%, exceeding 2020.

Within the same context, with expectations of a

better recovery for the labor market in 2022,

companies expressed their optimism about

business in 2022, which could result in a

noticeable growth in headcount at 9.5%.

SAUDI MARKET RECRUITMENT TRENDS BY INDUSTRY

Headcount growth rate

+5.4% +9.5%

2022 forecast2021

Figure: 1.7 

• Based on the results previously, and in addition to the indicators provided by PROCAPITA’s

recruitment consulting team, the recruitment rates for this year varied according to

companies’ industries, as some sectors witnessed a recovery and a rise in employment rates

in 2021, while others witnessed a fall in employment rates.

Figure: 1.8 

Industries with growing headcount Industries with shrinking headcount



Recruitment & Manpower Planning 

Some job specialties witnessed a noticeable increase in their salary pays while others witnessed

a drop as a result of the structural imbalance in the Saudi labor market that created a gap in the

supply and demand for certain specialties and calibers due to suspending overseas recruitment

for a long period of time, which led organizations to compete on pre-existing talents in the

market and offering competitive offers. Moreover, other specialties were in excess supply due to

lower demand, resulting in a lower offered compensation, thus creating real barriers in

implementing salary grades by many of the organizations in an optimal way.

GAPS IN THE DEMAND AND SUPPLY

PROCAPITA notes not to use the above data as a reference for any salary reviews for current employees

in any organization as many other factors and practices should be taken into consideration.

For an industry specific report, click here 

Figure: 1.9 

Financial Analysts

Secretaries

Non-Saudi national Teachers

AccountantsSoftware & Applications Developers

Saudi National Teachers

Nursing

E-commerce Specialists

Occupancies with decreased salariesOccupancies with increased salaries

https://pro-capita.com/customized-report/


Recruitment & Manpower Planning 

• Recruitment success rate is calculated as the number of new employees who completed the

probation period. Based on our recruitment advisory’s database, the recruitment’s success

rate of our clients’ companies was recorded at 88%, and this percentage is considered high

and indicates the application of successful strategies in the recruitment and appointment

processes.

• The most frequent reasons for employees to leave during the probation period are their

failure to adapt to the organizations’ culture, the evaluation of the direct managers, and

some personal reasons.

NEW HIRES SUCCESS RATE

HR professionals reported that 12% of new hires leave during their probation period. 

89.7%
Probation Period 

Evaluation

Recruitment success rate benchmark in the GCC: 85%

12%
Leave during the 
probation period

88%
Remain after the  
probation period

89.7% of the participating HR professionals evaluate new hires before
the end of the probation period.

Figure: 1.9 

Figure: 1.10 



Section 2: Talent Management Trends

In this section, we discuss the Talent Management Trends across the Saudi labor

market by reviewing the methods deployed to acquire and retain valuable talents,

and the tools implemented to enhance the organization’s culture and work

environment.

Sources:
PROCAPITA HR Advisory database, ZENITHR for Employee Experience & Thomas International for
employee behavioral and professional assessment tools.
https://pro-capita.com/
https://ex.zenithr.com/
https://www.thomas.co/

https://pro-capita.com/
https://ex.zenithr.com/
https://www.thomas.co/


*Average number of HR employees per 100 full time employees (FTE).

Talent Management Trends

• The survey’s results showed that the average number of the human resources employees in

the participating organizations is 1.9 per 100 employees, which indicates a decrease of 0.5

degree from the first half of 2021.

• It is worth mentioning that the leading practices recommend an HR to FTE ratio of 1.5 to 3.5

per 100 employees across multiple sectors. The following three main factors affect the value

of this ratio:

HR TO FTE RATIO*

› The role of the human resources in an organization (operational or strategic role).

› The sector in which the organization operates and the nature of its business.

› The level of technology applied in human resource systems.

1.9

Figure 2.1

HR to FTE ratio



For conducting industry benchmarking report, click here

Talent Management Trends

AVERAGE EMPLOYEE TURNOVER RATE

• The results obtained from analyzing our recruitment advisory’s database indicated that

employee turnover stood at 17.3% in 2021, a relative decrease from 19.1% since

December 2020, and a greater decrease since 2021’s first half which stood at 21.8%, the

highest in recent in times.

• The second half of this year witnessed a measurable improvement, resulting in a decrease

in the overall turnover rate, specifically the involuntary turnover (termination) registered

at 7.5%.

• On the contrary, however, voluntary turnover (resignation) witnessed a significant

increase in the second half of 2021 registered at 9.8%, indicating market recovery and

business environment improvement, whereas many organizations resumed attracting and

recruiting talents.

19.1%
21.8%

17.3%

7.2%
8.5%

9.8%11.9%
13.3%

7.5%

Labor Market Instability Labor Market Recovery

Overall TurnoverVoluntary Turnover Involuntary Turnover

December 2020 June 2021 December 2021

Figure: 2.2 

|   www.zenithr.comSponsored by: ZENITHR HR Intelligence Solutions 

Employee turnover rate

https://pro-capita.com/customized-report/
https://www.zenithr.com/


67%

Organizations use at 
least 1 assessment tool 

Sponsored by: Thomas International |      www.thomas.co

Talent Management Trends

• Organizations that rely on tools and tests to assess

personality, abilities, and behaviors have a greater ability

to manage and retain talents, due to their full awareness

of the training needs of leadership and professional

positions, which will contribute to increase employee

productivity and improve the work’s environment and

culture.

• In reference to our strategic partner’s databases Thomas

International for employee behavioral and technical

assessment, 67% of organizations use at least one

assessment tool to manage competencies and talents.

PERSONALITY ASSESSMENT TOOLS

12.5%

49.8%

50.2%

62.5%

87.5%

Aptitude Test

Cognitive Ability Test

Language Test

Personality Test

Behavioral Assessment

Figure: 2.3 

Figure: 2.4 

• 87.5% of the organizations use the behavioral assessment to evaluate candidates' behavior

across different scenarios and measure their cultural fitness within the organization.

Organizations implement 
assessment tools 

Assessment tools used
(Multiple selection by the participating organizations)

http://www.thomas.co/


|   www.zenithr.com

Talent Management Trends

AVERAGE EMPLOYEE TENURE

Sponsored by: ZENITHR HR Intelligence Solutions 

5.9%

17.6%

11.8%

52.9%

11.8%

More than 10 years

5 – 10 years 

3 – 5 years 

1 – 3 years 

Less than 1 year

• Our HR advisory database indicated that the average employee tenure for 52.9% of the

organizations ranged between 5 to 10 years, which indicates a high level of satisfaction, job

stability, and harmony between the employees and the organization’s culture.

• While only 5.9% of the organizations reported an average employee tenure of less than one

year.

* It is necessary to implement effective strategies to retain skilled talents for their role in

achieving business goals, noting that replacing these talents might be very challenging and

costly at the same time.

Figure: 2.5 

Average employee tenure

https://www.zenithr.com/


50%

50%

Talent Management Trends

• Our HR advisory database indicated that 50% of the

organizations conduct annual appraisal for their

employees.

• With reference to our experience with our clients,

the general evaluation criteria is the most

commonly used by 50% of the organizations.

• While the Nine Box Matrix is the least methodology

used by 3% of the organizations.

METHODS FOR EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

3.0%

16.7%

22.2%

24.0%

38.9%

50.0%

Management’s Discretion

360 – Degree Feedback

Balanced Scorecard

General Evaluation Factors

Management By Objectives

Nine Box Matrix

Figure: 2.6 

Figure: 2.7 

|   www.zenithr.comSponsored by: ZENITHR HR Intelligence Solutions 

Employees Performance 
Management 

Yes
No

(Multiple selection by the participating organizations)

Performance management methodologies 

https://www.zenithr.com/


Talent Management Trends

• 52.1% of the organizations have implemented succession plans for critical positions in

response to the informed rules and regulations.

• While 64.6% of the organizations have a clear career path to all their employees indicating

that organizations are realizing the importance of talent management for retaining

exceptional employees.

CAREER PROGRESSION & SUCCESSION PLANNING

Figure: 2.8 Figure: 2.9

52.1%

47.9%

64.6%

35.4%

Organizations implemented succession plans

Organizations didn’t implement succession plans

Organizations implemented career progression 
plans
Organizations didn’t implement career 
progression plans

Organizations Implemented Succession Plans
Organizations Implemented

Career Progression Plans



54.4%

22.3%

18.2%

9.1%

Talent Management Trends

• Training programs are considered one of the most 

important pillars that contribute to the 

development and retention of employees, and 

thus raise their productivity.

• The investment in the training programs in 2021

has increased significantly compared to 2020, yet

still lower than the expected, due to COVID-19

consequences and limiting training budgets in

many organizations. With regards to our expertise

in the Saudi Labor market and according to

participating HR professionals, it is noticed that

37.2% of the organizations provided training

programs for their employees during 2021.

TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT 

As per the succession plans

Performance Reviews/ As per individual development plans

As per employees’ direct managers’ recommendations

Employees choose their training needs

Figure: 2.10

Figure: 2.11

37.2%

62.8%

Training programs during 2021

• As for identifying training needs, 54.4% of the organizations depend mainly on the 
recommendation of the line manager, while only 9.1% rely on employee performance reviews 
and their individual development plans.

Organizations offered training programs

Organizations did not offer training 
programs 

Inputs to training needs analysis 
(Multiple selection by the participating organizations)



45.8%
51.7%

58.4%

2020 2021 2022

Organizations used employee
experience tools in GCC

Projected

EMPLOYEES EXPERIENCE

Talent Management Trends

• Recently, organizations have become more

dependent on employee experience tools that

measure employees’ engagement, employee’s

satisfaction and identify the reasons behind

leaving the organization in order to pinpoint

workplace weaknesses and apply the required

improvement and development plans.

• Our strategic partner’s database ZENITHR

Employee Experience, indicate that 75% and

58.3% of the participating organizations

implement employee engagement and

employee satisfaction surveys, respectively.

8.3%

25.0%

50.0%

58.3%

75.0%

Employee Satisfaction Survey

Employee Engagement Survey

360-Degree Feedback Assessment

Cultural and Company Health Assessment

Employee Exit Survey

|   www.zenithr.comSponsored by: ZENITHR HR Intelligence Solutions 

Figure: 2.12

Figure: 2.13

PROCAPITA Management Consulting, in collaboration with its strategic partner ZENITHR Employee Experience, will be publishing an industries 
benchmarking study on the  Employee Engagement levels and Employee Net Promoting Score (eNPS) in the GCC in its mid-year report (June 2022).

• This reflects the growing interest of HR leaders to measure and analyze employee experience

due to its impact on talent retention and improving the business environment.

(Multiple selection by the participating organizations)

Employee Experience Products

https://www.zenithr.com/


Section 3: Compensation & Benefits

In this section, we provide a detailed analysis of the compensation and benefits

provided by the private sector in the Saudi labor market. It showcases the most

implemented strategies to motivate employees, the provided monetary and non-

monetary programs, in addition to the practices used to pay salary increments and

annual bonuses.

Source
PROCAPITA’s HR Advisory & Recruitment Advisory databases
https://pro-capita.com/

https://pro-capita.com/


28%

30%

26%

16%

Less than a year ago
1-3 years ago
3-5 years ago
More than 5 years ago

66.2%

19.1%

10.2%

4.5%

Compensation & Benefits

GRADING & SALARY STRUCTURES 

Consulting Agency

Management’s Discretion

Recruitment Database

Published Salary Reports 

• The results indicate that the majority of

organizations in the Saudi labor market have

proper Grading & Salary structures at 88.9%;

and 28% of which updated their structures

during 2021 in line with the changes in the

Saudi labor market changes and leading

practices.

• 62.2% of the organizations hired consulting

firms/ agencies to update their salary scale,

while 19.1% relied on management’s

discretion.

Figure: 3.1

Figure: 3.2

Sources used to benchmark and update salary scales and grading structures

(Multiple selection by the participating organizations)

Last update on the Grading & 
Salary structure



65.2%

41.9%

20.9%

Company’s performance/profits

Linked to employee’s annual appraisal

Management’s discretion

Compensation & Benefits

ANNUAL MERITS & BONUS

For an industry specific compensation reports, click here 

• The results of our HR advisory database indicated that 62% of the organization paid annual

increments to their employees in 2021.

• 53% of the organizations provided annual increments to all entitled employees, while 47%

provided annual increments on exceptional basis.

• As a result of the current structural imbalance in the Saudi labor market, PROCAPITA

forecasts average annual increments of 6.5% in 2022, twice the average paid in 2021.

Figure: 3.3

68.0%
62.0%

53.0%

6.5%

2.7%

5.0%

0.0%

5.0%

10.0%

15.0%

20.0%

0.0%

30.0%

60.0%

90.0%

202220212020

Projected

Annual increase rateOrganizations granted annual increments  

• 65.2% of the participating

organizations refers to the

employee’s appraisal for calculating

annual bonuses.

Figure: 3.4

Annual Increments 

Annual bonus criteria
(Multiple selection by the participating organizations)

https://pro-capita.com/customized-report/


Figure: 3.5

Compensation & Benefits

HOUSING AND TRANSPORTATION ALLOWANCE 

• According to our HR advisory and

recruitment advisory databases, 67.9% of

the organizations provide an annual

housing allowance or actual housing to

the entitled employees, while 32.1%

provide a cash allowance only.

• 23% of the organizations provide their

executive level employees with a higher

than the minimum limit set by the Saudi

labor law.

For an industry specific compensation reports, click here 

• According to our HR advisory and

recruitment advisory databases, 95% of

the organizations provide the entitled

employees with transportation allowance

based on their grades, while 61.4% of

which provide it as cash allowance or

provide a transportation service (vehicle

owned by the company) and 38.6%

provide it as a cash allowance only.

Figure: 3.6

67.9%

32.1%

Cash Allowance / Actual housing

Cash Allowance

61.4%

38.6%

Cash Allowance / Transportation Service

Cash Allowance

Housing allowance

Transportation allowance

https://pro-capita.com/customized-report/


Method for calculating education allowance

9.2%

15.8%

32.9%

42.1%

62.3%

37.7%

Compensation & Benefits

EDUCATIONAL ALLOWANCE 

• According to our HR advisory and recruitment

advisory databases, 62.3% of the organizations

provide educational allowances to the entitled

employees based on their job grades.

• At 42.1%, the vast majority cover children 

schooling expense up-to a specified cap inside 

KSA, while only 9.2% provides the allowance in 

or outside of KSA.

• 89% of the organizations specify the number of 

children eligible for the allowance. Organizations do not provide 
education allowance

Organizations provide education 
allowance

Figure: 3.8

Figure: 3.7

For an industry specific compensation reports, click here 

Supporting education allowance

Fixed amount

All expenses fully covered up-to a specific cap (inside of KSA)

All expenses fully covered (inside of KSA)

All expenses fully covered up-to a specific cap (in or outside of KSA)

https://pro-capita.com/customized-report/


Compensation & Benefits

TICKET ALLOWANCE

• According to our HR advisory and recruitment

advisory databases, all organizations provide

travel tickets allowance to the entitled non-

Saudi employees while 2.5% of which provide

the allowance to Saudi Nationals.

• 61.6% of the organizations provide tickets as

a cash payment while 38.4% provide actual

travel tickets.

• 52% of the organizations provide

first/business class travel tickets to their

executive level employees for their business

trips.

For an industry specific compensation reports, click here 

38.4%

61.6%

Ticket allowance

Actual ticket

Cash payment

Figure: 3.9

https://pro-capita.com/customized-report/


Compensation & Benefits

NON-MONETARY BENEFITS

• 92.9% of organizations provide a medical insurance to the entitled employees and their

dependents based on their grades exceeding the minimum legislated by the Saudi labor

law, such as adding the parents, increasing the coverage percentage, or adding home

services among other services.

• Noticeably as a response to covid-19’s pandemic in recent years, 35.7% of organizations

implemented flexible working hours.

For an industry specific compensation reports, click here 

7.1%

12.3%

14.3%

35.7%

92.9%

Working from home

Flexible working hours

Extra vacation days 

Medical Insurance

Life insurance

Methods of non-monetary benefits

Figure: 1.10

https://pro-capita.com/customized-report/


1.2%

1.7%

11.0%

14.9%

18.2%

24.8%

28.0%

22.2%

77.8%

LTIP methods

Compensation & Benefits

LONG-TERM INCENTIVE PLANS (LTIP)

• According to our HR advisory and recruitment advisory

databases, 22.2% of organizations only provide long-

term incentive plans for their employees. To retain

talents and leaders, while listed companies, banking

and investment, energy and telecom sectors are

considerably more active in providing long-term

incentive plans.

• The following chart demonstrates the types of long-

term incentives provided where stock options are the

highest at 28%, followed by performance units at

24.8%.

Deferred Bonus/Cash

Stock Options

Performance Units

Phantom Stock Options

Performance Share Grants

Stock Appreciation Rights (SARs)

Restricted Stock Grants

Organizations that provide LTIP’s

Organizations that don’t provide 
LTIP’s

LTIP’s

Figure: 3.13

Figure: 3.14



Compensation & Benefits

• According to our HR advisory and recruitment advisory databases, 58.8% of the organizations

in the Saudi market provide monetary compensation (i.e.: annual bonus, merit increments,

and benefits) as part of talent motivation and retention plans. While 47.1% provide career

advancement opportunities (i.e.: Medical insurance, flexible working, etc.) which in turn

enables the organization for future advancement.

• Offering profit sharing to talents and leaders was the least strategy implemented to retain

talent, as it is adopted by 1.2% only.

DEPLOYED STRATEGIES TO RETAIN AND ENCOURAGE TALENTS

Figure: 3.15

1.2%

29.4%

31.5%

47.1%

58.8%

Monetary Compensation  

Non-monetary Compensation

Educational Support  

Career Advancement Opportunities

Profit Sharing

(Multiple selection by the participating organizations)

Most effective strategies for staff retention
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